Scaling (power-type) laws and self-similarity reveal some featuring properties of physical-chemical objects and can be easily noticed in nature. Moreover, also some mathematical abstract objects, such as nondifferentiable functions and fractals, enjoy scaling and self-similarity. Experimental data often show some characteristic power law and self-similarity. A self-similar (scaling) object repeats itself at different scales in space or time. The property of self-similarity gives us a better opportunity to study phenomena from all analytical and computational aspects.
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Scale dependence and multiscale analysis are peculiar properties of some families of special functions and can be observed in nature. A continuous scale transformation from one scale to another implies a generalization and suitable extension of differential operator, as it happens with fractional derivatives.
Dynamical processes and systems of fractional order attract researchers from many areas of sciences and technologies, ranging from mathematics and physics to computer science. From analytical point of view, these kinds of problems often lead us to deal with the concepts of scales, fractals, and fractional operators. For instance, medical images nowadays play an essential role in detection and diagnosis of numerous diseases and a suitable scale-depending interpretation of the images is a fundamental aspect of the clinical investigation. Nonlinear analysis of data, collected by modern devices, offers still unsolved analytical problems related to not only complex physics and abstract mathematical theories but also nonlinear science.
The focus of this special issue is on both the abstract mathematical models on scaling and self-similarity and the applied computations on those dynamical processes and systems of fractional order towards the applications in all aspects of theoretical and practical study in analysis.
Scaling and self-similarity characterize several mathematical topics:
(1) self-similar analytical problems: scale-depending theoretical and applied analytical problems; (2) fractals, nondifferentiable functions: theoretical and applied analytical problems of fractal type; (3) 1/ process, fractional Brownian motion, fractional Gaussian noise, self-similar processes, long memory processes, heavy-tailed random processes, and power law systems; (4) fractional differential/integral equations, fractional operators: systems of fractional order; (5) complex systems, nonlinear processing; (6) wavelets; (7) scaling and self-similarity in applications by focusing on theoretical and analytical aspects arising, for example, in nonlinear analysis of data, image analysis, data science, and system science.
This special issue contains 17 papers.
In the category of scale-depending problems, fractals and, self-similarity there are many papers devoted to interesting problem. In their paper, S. Hu, and P. Liang propose a smart model to detect and locate singularities by using the theory analysis of left-handed Grünwald-Letnikov formula with 0 < < 1.
J. Yang et al. investigate the "Nonrigid registration of monomodal MRI using linear viscoelastic model. " The "Linear total variation approximate regularized nuclear norm optimization for matrix completion" has been discussed in the paper of X. Han et al. The " -coverings of Hölder-Zygmund type spaces on data defined manifolds" are the main topics of the paper of M. Ehler and F. Filbir. In the paper of L. Dong et al., "Nonlinear methodologies for identifying seismic event and nuclear explosion using random forest, support vector machine, and naive bayes classification" are studied.
Several papers are dealing more specifically with fractional calculus-systems of fractional order.
Transforms within the theory of local fractional calculus are considered, respectively, in the paper of X. A new definition of fractional derivatives based on truncated left-handed Grünwald-Letnikov formula with 0 < < 1 and median correction has been investigated by Z. Liao.
Z. Deng and X. Yang propose a "Discretized Tikhonov regularization method for a fractional backward heat conduction problem. "
Mathematical models arising in the fractal forest gap via local fractional calculus are studied in the paper of C. Long et al.
Of the 36 submissions, 17 papers are accepted in this special issue (with the acceptance rate being 47.2%). All papers are dealing with current problems in the topics; however, they are not an exhaustive representation of the area of fractional order systems where the concepts of scale, self-similarity, and fractional order interact. In all papers, the authors have focused on the main aspects of the theory and although they have proposed some solutions and models, most problems remain open, thus giving the opportunity to readers for further research and discussions in this field.
